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Abstract

Background

Emerging and future SARS-CoV-2 variants may jeopardize the effectiveness of vaccination

campaigns. Therefore, it is important to know how the different vaccines perform against

diverse SARS-CoV-2 variants.

Methods and findings

In a prospective cohort of 165 SARS-CoV-2 naive health care workers in the Netherlands,

vaccinated with either one of four vaccines (BNT162b2, mRNA-1273, AZD1222 or Ad26.

COV2.S), we performed a head-to-head comparison of the ability of sera to recognize and

neutralize SARS-CoV-2 variants of concern (VOCs; Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delta and Omi-

cron). Repeated serum sampling was performed 5 times during a year (from January 2021

till January 2022), including before and after booster vaccination with BNT162b2. Four

weeks after completing the initial vaccination series, SARS-CoV-2 wild-type neutralizing
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antibody titers were highest in recipients of mRNA-1273, followed by recipients of

BNT162b2 (geometric mean titers (GMT) of 358 [95% CI 231–556] and 214 [95% CI 153–

299], respectively; p<0.05), and substantially lower in those vaccinated with the adenovirus

vector-based vaccines AZD1222 and Ad26.COV2.S (GMT of 18 [95% CI 11–30] and 14

[95% CI 8–25] IU/ml, respectively; p<0.001). VOCs neutralization was reduced in all vaccine

groups, with the greatest reduction in neutralization GMT observed against the Omicron var-

iant (fold change 0.03 [95% CI 0.02–0.04], p<0.001). The booster BNT162b2 vaccination

increased neutralizing antibody titers for all groups with substantial improvement against the

VOCs including the Omicron variant. We used linear regression and linear mixed model

analysis. All results were adjusted for possible confounding of age and sex. Study limitations

include the lack of cellular immunity data.

Conclusions

Overall, this study shows that the mRNA vaccines appear superior to adenovirus vector-

based vaccines in inducing neutralizing antibodies against VOCs four weeks after initial vac-

cination and after booster vaccination, which implies the use of mRNA vaccines for both ini-

tial and booster vaccination.

Introduction

As of March 2022, the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has caused over 458

million confirmed infections and over 6 million reported deaths [1], calling for strong inter-

ventions. A number of vaccines have been developed that proved efficacious in preventing

severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) infection, the causative agent

of COVID-19, and/or severe disease from infection, providing hope that we can halt this pan-

demic. Three vaccines, i.e. those developed by Pfizer-BioNTech (BNT162b2/Comirnaty),

Moderna (mRNA-1273/Spikevax) and J&J/Janssen (Ad26.COV2.S), have been approved (for

emergency use) in the United States by the FDA, while the EMA in the European Union has

additionally approved (for emergency use) a fourth vaccine from Oxford/AstraZeneca

(AZD1222/Vaxzevria), and very recently a fifth from Novavax (NVX-CoV2372/Nuvaxovid).

Early efficacy trials showed that the mRNA vaccines BNT162b2 and mRNA-1273 had high

efficacy (>90%) against symptomatic infection, whereas the adenovirus vector-based vaccines

AZD1222 and Ad26.COV2.S resulted in lower vaccine efficacy (60–70%) against symptomatic

infection [2–5]. Efficacy waned somewhat over time for all vaccines [6]. However, all vaccines

were extremely effective at preventing severe disease. Neutralizing antibodies proved to be a

very strong correlate of protection [7–10]. So far, over 10.7 billion COVID-19 vaccine doses

have been administered worldwide [1].

Since the start of the pandemic, SARS-CoV-2 has diversified considerably, both genetically

and antigenically. Currently, five virus lineages have been designated as a variant of concern

(VOC) by the WHO due to, among others, suspected increased transmissibility or virulence:

Alpha (B.1.1.7/20I/N501Y.V1), Beta (B.1.351/20H/N501Y.V2), Gamma (B.1.1.28.P1/P.1/20J/

N501Y.V3), Delta (B.1.617.2/21A) and Omicron (B.1.1.529/21K/BA.1). All five VOCs have

spread globally, but only Delta and Omicron are currently circulating with Omicron being the

dominant variant [11]. In addition to the five VOCs, the WHO has defined a number of vari-

ants of interest (VOIs) that should be monitored closely as well. From studies on monoclonal

antibodies, including ones developed for therapeutic application in COVID-19, it is known
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that these can lose neutralization potency against the VOCs and VOIs, in particular those tar-

geting the receptor binding motive (RBM) on the SARS-CoV-2 spike (S) protein [12]. The

most relevant mutations for loss of neutralization in Alpha, Beta, Gamma and Delta include

E484K, K417T/N and L452R/Q in the receptor binding domain (RBD) and Δ69–70 and Δ242–

244 in the N-terminal domain (NTD), while Omicron has many more mutations: 32 in S,

including 15 in RBD. Considering the pandemic is still ongoing, it is important to know how

the different vaccines perform against the different SARS-CoV-2 variants.

In randomized clinical trials and real-world observational studies, several vaccines proved

less efficacious against VOCs, in particular the Beta and Delta variants [13–20]. In England,

reduced effectiveness against symptomatic COVID-19 was observed with the Delta variant

compared to the Alpha variant [21], in particular after a single vaccine dose. The emerging

data indicates that vaccine efficacy is further and substantially reduced against Omicron,

necessitating booster immunizations [22–24]. In line with these observations, VOCs were

shown to be less sensitive to neutralizing antibodies induced by infection or vaccination. Anti-

body responses are generally sufficient to neutralize the Alpha variant to similar levels as the

original Wuhan strain in mRNA vaccine recipients and in convalescent individuals. However,

the Beta, Gamma, Delta and Omicron variants showed on average a 9-fold, 4-fold, 4-fold and

20- to 40-fold reduced sensitivity respectively to neutralization by sera from convalescent

patients as well as from vaccine recipients [25–27].

Although previous studies have provided valuable initial insights in the sensitivity of VOCs

to neutralization induced by infection or vaccination, few studies have directly compared the

ability of humoral responses induced by the four different vaccines to cope with VOCs. Previ-

ous studies have used diverse serological assays, mainly focused on one or two vaccines, or

used regression models to combine studies, complicating direct comparisons. Here, we present

a head-to-head comparison of the binding and neutralizing activity against the VOCs in

serum of individuals after the initial vaccination series with BNT162b2, mRNA-1273,

AZD1222 or Ad.COV2.S vaccine and subsequently after a BNT162b booster vaccination 5–11

months later.

Methods and Materials

Study design

Since March 2020, we followed a cohort of hospital health care workers (HCW) in the Amster-

dam University Medical Centers, consisting of two tertiary care hospitals (S3 study, Nether-

lands Trial Register NL8645) [28]. This study is reported as per the Strengthening the

Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology (STROBE) guideline (S1 Checklist). Par-

ticipants underwent frequent phlebotomies to determine seroconversion against SARS-CoV-

2, measured by total Ig against S1-RBD using enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (Wantai

ELISA). Between January and May 2021 participants of the cohort were vaccinated with either

BNT162b2, mRNA-1273, AZD1222, or a single dose Ad.26CoV2.S (depending on the national

distribution of available vaccines). Blood samples were taken approximately three weeks after

the first vaccine with BNT162b2, mRNA-1273 and AZD1222 and four weeks after the second

vaccine. In the case of vaccination with Ad.26CoV2.S, blood samples were taken approxi-

mately four to five and eight weeks after vaccination (Fig 1A). Preferably a blood sample was

taken within days before the first vaccine was administered. Only seronegative HCW were

included in the analysis. Between October 2021 and January 2022, the cohort was again invited

for serum collection before and after BNT162b2 booster vaccination. Due to low attendance of

the group vaccinated with mRNA-1273 or Ad26.COV2.S we included 16 additional SARS-

CoV-2 naive HCW.
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Fig 1. Binding and neutralization titers pre- and post-vaccination with one of the four SARS-CoV-2 vaccines. (A)

Timelines of the vaccinations and serum collections, showing the mean and interquartile range (IQR) of times of

vaccination and samples in weeks after the first dose. (B) Binding titers to wild-type S protein (BAU/ml) of 1:100,000

diluted sera collected over time for the four vaccination groups. The convalescent group (n = 67) consists of sera from

hospitalized (dark gray) and non-hospitalized (light gray) COVID-19 patients collected 4–6 weeks post symptom

onset. Geometric mean titers (GMT) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) are indicated. The lower cutoff for binding was

set at 30 BAU/ml (grey shading). (C) Neutralization half-maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) titers (IU/ml) of

D614G pseudovirus for sera collected post-vaccination over time for the four vaccination groups. The convalescent

group (n = 67) consists of sera from hospitalized (dark gray) and non-hospitalized (light gray) COVID-19 patients

collected 4–6 weeks post symptom onset. GMT and 95% CI are indicated. The lower cutoff for neutralization was set at

an IC50 of 10 or for Omicron at 2 IU/ml (grey shading). Pre-vaccination (pre-vac), 3–4 weeks post-first vaccination

(post-V1), 4 weeks post-second vaccination (post-V2), 6 or 9 months post-second vaccination (+6m V2 or +9m V2)

and 4 weeks post-booster vaccination (post-V3) serum samples are shown. As the Ad26.COV2.S vaccine uses a single-

dose regime, 2 and 7 months post-first vaccination are taken as comparisons and the BNT162b2 booster vaccination is

vaccination number two (post-V2�). All data points shown here represent the mean of a technical triplicate. Uni- and

multivariable linear regression analysis with GMT and 95% CI results indicated in S4 Table.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pmed.1003991.g001
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To enable comparison between antibody response following vaccination and following

infection, we included serum from two COVID-19 patient cohorts. Participants in the COSCA

cohort were included from March 2020 till the end of January 2021, with the wild-type and

D614G variant being the dominant circulating strains [29]. These include hospitalized and non-

hospitalized participants and serum was obtained four to six weeks after symptom onset [30]. A

serum pool was created from COSCA samples of 68 participants. Another serum pool was cre-

ated from sera collected in the RECoVERED cohort [31]. In total, 251 RECoVERED serum

samples were used, obtained up to seven months post start of symptoms (median of 3 months)

from participants who experienced mild, moderate or severe COVID-19. The S3 study, the

COSCA study and the RECoVERED study were approved by the medical ethical review board

of the Amsterdam University Medical Centers (NL73478.029.20, NL73281.018.20 and

NL73759.018.20, respectively). All participants provided written informed consent.

Protein design

The mutations compared to the WT variant (Wuhan Hu-1; GenBank: MN908947.3) in the S

proteins are depicted in S1 Table. The S constructs were ordered as gBlock gene fragments

(Integrated DNA Technologies) and cloned in a pPPI4 expression vector containing a hexahis-

tidine (his) tag with Gibson Assembly (ThermoFisher) [32]. All S constructs were verified by

Sanger sequencing, subsequently produced in HEK293F cells (ThermoFisher), and purified as

previously described [32].

Protein coupling to Luminex beads

To measure the binding of IgG to the spike proteins of different VOCs, we covalently coupled

pre-fusion stabilized spike proteins to Luminex Magplex beads using a two-step carbodiimide

reaction as previously described [33]. In short, Luminex Magplex beads (Luminex) were

washed with 100 mM monobasic sodium phosphate pH 6.2 and activated by addition of Sulfo-

N-Hydroxysulfosuccinimide (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and 1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopro-

pyl) carbodiimide (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and incubated for 30 minutes on a rotator at

room temperature. After washing the activated beads three times with 50 mM MES pH 5.0, the

spike proteins were added in ratio of 75 μg protein to 12.5 million beads and incubated for

three hours on a rotator at room temperature. To block the beads for aspecific binding, we

incubated the beads for 30 minutes with PBS containing 2% BSA, 3% fetal calf serum and

0.02% Tween-20 at pH 7.0. Finally, the beads were washed and stored at 4˚C in PBS containing

0.05% sodium azide.

Luminex assays

Optimization experiments determined the optimal concentration of the sera for studying the

humoral vaccination response to be 100.000-fold dilution. As previously described [34], 50 μL

of a bead mixture containing all different spike proteins in a concentration of 20 beads per μL

were added to 50 μL of diluted serum and incubated overnight on a rotator at 4˚C. The next

day, plates were washed with TBS containing 0.05% Tween-20 (TBST) and resuspended in

50 μL of Goat-anti-human IgG-PE (Southern Biotech). After 2 hours of incubation on a rota-

tor at room temperature, the beads were washed with TBST and resuspended in 70 μL Magpix

drive fluid (Luminex). Read-out of the plates was performed on a Magpix (Luminex). The

binding of antibodies was determined as the Median Fluorescence Intensity (MFI) of approxi-

mately 50 to 100 beads per well, corrected for background signals by subtracting the MFI of

wells containing only buffer and beads and converted into binding antibody units per ml

(BAU/ml) using the WHO International Standard for anti-SARS-CoV-2 immunoglobulin
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(NIBSC 20/136). To confirm assay performance, a titration of serum of one convalescent

COVID-19 patient as well as positive and negative controls were included on each plate. In

addition, 15 to 20% of samples of each run were replicated to confirm the results.

Pseudovirus construction

The WT, D614G, Alpha, Alpha E484K, Beta, Gamma and Omicron BA.1 pseudovirus SARS-

CoV-2-S constructs were ordered as gBlock gene fragments (Integrated DNA Technologies)

and cloned using SacI and ApaI in the pCR3 SARS-CoV-2-SΔ19 expression plasmid [35] using

Gibson Assembly (ThermoFisher). Pseudovirus SARS-CoV-2-S expression constructs for

Delta and Kappa were provided by Dr. Beatrice Hahn, while those for Beta Δ242–244, Lambda,

Epsilon, Iota and Zeta were provided by Drs. Paul Bieniasz and Theodora Hatziioannou. All

constructs were verified by Sanger sequencing and the mutations for the VOCs and VOIs are

indicated in S1 Table. Pseudoviruses were produced by co-transfecting the SARS-CoV-2-S

expression plasmid with the pHIV-1NL43 ΔEnv-NanoLuc reporter virus plasmid in HEK293T

cells (ATCC, CRL-11268), as previously described [35]. Cell supernatant containing the pseu-

dovirus was harvested 48 hours post transfection and stored at -80˚C until further use.

Pseudovirus neutralization assay

Neutralization activity was tested using a pseudovirus neutralization assay, as previously

described[32]. Shortly, HEK293T/ACE2 cells, kindly provided by Dr. Paul Bieniasz [35], were

seeded at a density of 20,000 cells/well in a 96-well plate coated with 50 μg/mL poly-L-lysine

one day prior to the start of the neutralization assay. Heat-inactivated sera samples were seri-

ally diluted in cell culture medium (DMEM (Gibco), supplemented with 10% FBS, penicillin

(100 U/mL), streptomycin (100 μg/mL) and GlutaMax (Gibco)), mixed in a 1:1 ratio with

pseudovirus and incubated for 1 hour at 37˚C. Subsequently, these mixtures were added to the

cells in a 1:1 ratio and incubated for 48 hours at 37˚C, followed by a PBS wash and lysis buffer

to measure the luciferase activity in cell lysates using the Nano-Glo Luciferase Assay System

(Promega) and GloMax system (Turner BioSystems). Relative luminescence units (RLU) were

normalized to the positive control wells where cells were infected with pseudovirus in the

absence of NAbs or sera. The neutralization titers (IC50) were determined as the serum dilu-

tion or antibody concentration at which infectivity was inhibited by 50%, respectively, using a

non-linear regression curve fit (GraphPad Prism software version 8.3) and serum dilutions

were converted into international units per ml (IU/ml) using the WHO International Standard

for anti-SARS-CoV-2 immunoglobulin (NIBSC 20/136). Samples with virus neutralization

titers of<10 IU/ml were defined as having undetectable neutralization. Neutralization titers

from this pseudovirus assay have been shown to strongly correlate with titers obtained in an

authentic virus neutralization assay [32].

Statistical analysis

We used univariable and multivariable linear regression analysis to compare antibody binding

or neutralization titers between subjects. We used univariable and multivariable linear mixed

model analysis with a random intercept to compare changes in antibody binding or neutraliza-

tion titers in analyses that included comparisons within subjects. Two-sided p-values <0.05

were considered significant. Outcomes were log-transformed before analysis. All multivariable

models comprised age and sex, whereas the comparisons pre-booster vaccination also included

the time since previous vaccination as variable. Results of linear regression analysis are

reported as geometric mean titers with 95% confidence intervals, derived from the multivari-

able model unless stated otherwise. Results of mixed models are reported as fold changes with
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95% confidence intervals, derived from the multivariable model unless stated otherwise. All

regression analyses were performed in R (version 4.0.3), using the lme4 package for mixed

models. Spearman’s rank correlation was performed for the comparison between median neu-

tralization titer per vaccine group and reported vaccine efficacy. Data visualization and Spear-

man’s rank correlation analyses were performed in GraphPad Prism software (version 8.3).

The reported vaccine efficacy data has been taken from current literature (S2 Table) [2,3,5,14–

18,20,22–24,36–52]. After initial submission, the initial preplanned analysis plan was extended

with multivariable and mixed model analyses because of the addition of booster vaccine data

and suggestions of reviewers.

Results

Binding and neutralizing antibody responses after initial vaccination series

In a direct head-to-head comparison, using the same assays, we assessed the ability of four

FDA and/or EMA approved SARS-CoV-2 vaccines to induce humoral immune responses in

humans. From the S3 HCW cohort [53], we included SARS-CoV-2 naive individuals who

completed BNT162b2 (n = 54), mRNA-1273 (n = 43), AZD1222 (n = 42) or Ad26.COV2.S

vaccination (n = 26; S3 Table) and received a BNT162b2 booster vaccination. Although the

four vaccine groups were fairly similar in composition, 65–86% female with the majority

between 35–60 years old (Table 1), the AZD1222 group mostly consists of individuals over 60

years of age, because the Dutch government restricted the use of AZD1222 to this age group

due to safety concerns. Furthermore, the Ad26.COV2.S group included fewer individuals

because the Dutch government temporarily restricted its use because of similar reasons [54].

For vaccinees who received the BNT162b2, mRNA-1273 and AZD122 vaccines, samples were

taken approximately three weeks after the first vaccination and four weeks after the second

vaccination (Fig 1A). As the Ad26.COV2.S vaccine uses a single-dose regime, vaccine recipi-

ents were sampled approximately five and eight weeks after the single-dose vaccination. In

addition, serum samples were collected pre- and four weeks post-BNT162b2 booster

vaccination.

We first assessed S protein binding titers in vaccinee sera after the initial vaccination series

against the wild-type (WT) S protein. Overall, the antibody responses against the S protein

were relatively homogeneous within each group, showing larger intergroup than intragroup

difference, with only one Ad26.COV2.S recipient having binding titers below the limit of

detection after the initial vaccination series (Fig 1B, S4 and S5 Tables). Antibody responses in

fully vaccinated mRNA-1273 and BNT162b2 recipients were significantly higher compared to

convalescent individuals 4–6 weeks after symptom onset (COSCA study, n = 67) (geometric

Table 1. Sociodemographic characteristics.

Sociodemographic Characteristics Number of individuals, n (%)

BNT162b2

n = 54

mRNA-1273

n = 43

AZD1222

n = 42

Ad26.COV2.S

n = 26

Sex

Male 19 (35.2%) 6 (14.0%) 6 (14.3%) 7 (26.9%)

Female 35 (64.8%) 37 (86.0%) 36 (85.7%) 19 (73.1%)

Age in years

(Median, IQR)

43 (32–53) 34 (30–45) 61 (60–64) 47 (30–54)

<35 17 (31.5%) 22 (51.2%) 1 (2.4%) 9 (34.6%)

35–60 34 (62.9%) 20 (46.5%) 14 (33.3%) 16 (61.5%)

>60 3 (5.6%) 1 (2.3%) 27 (64.3%) 1 (3.9%)

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pmed.1003991.t001
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mean titer [GMT] of 3077 [95% CI 2179–4345] and 3839 [95% CI 2496–5905] versus 637

[95% CI 473–857] BAU/ml, respectively; p<0.001), and the responses of AZD1222 and Ad26.

COV2.S recipients were substantially lower compared to both mRNA vaccine recipients and

convalescent individuals (GMT of 131 [95% CI 82–210] and 147 [95% CI 80–272] BAU/ml,

respectively; p<0.001).

Next, we tested the neutralizing activity of vaccinee sera the B.1 (D614G) variant (Fig 1C,

S4 and S5 Tables). We detected the highest neutralization activity in mRNA-1273 recipients,

followed by BNT162b2 recipients and convalescent individuals (GMT 50% inhibitory concen-

tration (IC50) of 358 [95% CI 231–556] versus 214 [95% CI 153–299]; p<0.05 and 164 [95% CI

123–219]; p<0.001, IU/ml, respectively), and approximately an order of magnitude lower

activity in those vaccinated with the adenovirus vector-based vaccines AZD1222 and Ad26.

COV2.S (GMT IC50 of 18 [95% CI 11–30] and 14 [95% CI 8–25] IU/ml, respectively). In 1 of

50 BNT162b2, 7 of 30 AZD1222 and 6 of 13 Ad26.COV2.S recipients, there was no detectable

neutralization activity (IC50 < 10 IU/ml).

The binding and neutralization titers remained significantly different between the two

mRNA vaccine groups, and between the mRNA and vector vaccinees, after correcting for age

and sex as possible confounders (S4 Table). The differences in humoral immune responses

between the groups following vaccination are consistent with the reported observed differ-

ences in the efficacy of these vaccines (S2 Table) and in agreement with the observations that

neutralizing antibodies are a strong correlate of protection [19,55,56].

Binding and neutralizing antibody responses after a single vaccination

We also assessed the responses after a single vaccination of one of four vaccines. First, we

wished to directly compare the single-dose of Ad26.COV2.S with one dose of each of the other

three vaccines. Second, we wanted to gauge the level of humoral immunity after partial vacci-

nation, which is relevant when vaccinating during an infection wave and/or when considering

to postpone the second vaccination.

All BNT162b2 and mRNA-1273 recipients had detectable antibody binding titers against S

after one vaccination, while 5 out of 42 AZD1222 and 1 of 13 Ad26.COV2.S recipients did not

(Fig 1B, S4 and S5 Tables). The binding antibody titers were highest for the mRNA vaccine

groups with mRNA-1273 recipients (GMT 781 [95% CI 512–1191] BAU/ml) exceeding not

only the level after one vaccination of the three other vaccines (GMT 394 [95% CI 280–554],

95 [95% CI 60–150] and 169 [95% CI 96–296] BAU/ml for BNT162b2, AZD1222 and Ad26.

COV2.S, respectively; p<0.001), but also the binding titers after two doses of AZD1222 (GMT

2131 [95% CI 82–210] BAU/ml). The neutralizing antibody levels after one dose were low in

all cases (GMT IC50 of 15 [95% CI 10–20] IU/ml for BNT162b2, 28 [95% CI 18–42] IU/ml for

mRNA-1273, 13 [95% CI 8–22] IU/ml for AZD1222 and 13 [95% CI 8–23] IU/ml for Ad26.

COV2.S) with only 19 of 45 (42%) BNT162b2, 26 of 31 (84%) mRNA-1273, 13 of 35 (37%)

AZD1222 and 7 of 13 (54%) Ad26.COV2.S having detectable neutralization (IC50 >10 IU/ml)

(Fig 1C, S4 and S5 Tables). Furthermore, eight weeks after the single Ad26.COV2.S vaccina-

tion the neutralization titers were slightly increased compared to the five week samples (GMT

IC50 of 13 versus 17 IU/ml), although not significant, and two additional recipients showed

detectable neutralization indicative of some maturation of the antibody response.

Binding and neutralizing antibody responses pre- and post-booster

vaccination

To study the decline of antibody binding and neutralization levels, serum samples were col-

lected 6–10 months post vaccination, just prior to the BNT162b2 booster vaccination. We
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observed significant antibody binding titer decline rates for all vaccine groups except the

Ad26.COV2.S group, which showed no decline between four weeks post initial vaccination

series and pre-booster vaccination (fold change 0.46 [95% 0.20–1.03] corrected for age, sex

and time; Fig 1B, S1A Fig, S4 and S5 Tables). Similarly, decline rates of neutralizing antibody

titers were also significant for BNT162b2, mRNA-1273 and AZD1222 recipients (fold change

0.18 [95% CI 0.08–0.38], 0.37 [95% CI 0.25–0.53] and 0.29 [95% CI 0.19–0.45], respectively),

but not for Ad26.COV2.S recipients (fold change 1.25 [95% CI 0.74–2.10] corrected for age,

sex and time; Fig 1C, S1B Fig, S4 and S5 Tables).

After the BNT162b2 booster vaccination, all groups showed a significant increase in anti-

body binding and neutralization titers with all participants showing detectable neutralization.

The binding antibody levels post-booster were significantly lower for individuals originally

vaccinated with AZD1222 or Ad26.COV2.S (GMT 1480 [95% CI 997–2196] and 1484 [95% CI

1020–2140], respectively) compared to those vaccinated with mRNA-1273 or BNT162b2

(GMT 2993 [95% CI 2097–4271] and 2756 [95% CI 2071–3668], respectively; p<0.01; Fig 1B

and 1C, S4 Table). The fold increase of neutralization titers pre- and post-booster was less for

individuals originally vaccinated with mRNA-1273 (fold change 9.74 [95% CI 6.62–14.3]),

compared to BNT162b2, AZD1222 or Ad26.COV2.S recipients (fold change 46.8 [95% CI

34.5–63.7], 54.5 [95% 38.1–78.0] and 33.8 [95% CI 21.7–52.6], respectively; p<0.001). Still, the

neutralization titers were the lowest for those originally vaccinated with AZD1222 (GMT IC50

of 379 [95% CI 221–650] IU/ml) compared to those vaccinated with BNT162b2, mRNA-1273

or Ad26.COV2.S (1192 [95% CI 817–1738]; p<0.001, 1160 [95% CI 717–1878]; p<0.001, and

735 [95% CI 445–1213]; p<0.05, IU/ml, respectively; Fig 1B and 1C, S4 and S5 Tables). When

compared to titers after the initial vaccination series, the post-booster binding titers were not

significantly different for BNT162b2 and mRNA-1273 recipients (fold change 0.98 [95% CI

0.61–1.58] and 0.94 [95% CI 0.54–1.62], respectively), while they were significantly higher in

AZD-1222 and Ad26.COV2.S recipients (fold change 6.86 [95% CI 3.85–12.20] and 6.26 [95%

CI 2.76–14.15], respectively). For all groups, neutralizing antibody levels were significantly

higher post-booster compared to post initial vaccination.

Binding and neutralizing antibody responses against VOCs

After initial vaccination series, the binding antibody responses against VOCs S proteins were

similar to those against WT S protein (S2A Fig, S5 Table) as was the ranking of the different

vaccines. Thus, mRNA vaccine recipients had higher binding responses compared to adenovi-

rus vector-based vaccine recipients for all VOCs.

We next tested the neutralizing activity of the vaccine sera against the five VOCs after initial

vaccination series (Fig 2A, S2B Fig, S5 Table). As emerging data indicates that neutralization

against Omicron is substantially reduced, we tested the sera against this VOC, specifically the

BA.1 variant, at lower dilutions. The neutralizing titers against the VOCs were highest in the

mRNA recipients (GMT IC50 of 116 (Alpha), 49 (Beta), 103 (Gamma), 65 (Delta), 2 IU/ml

Omicron for BNT162b2 recipients, and 201 (Alpha), 68 (Beta), 225 (Gamma), 155 (Delta), 18

IU/ml (Omicron) for mRNA-1273 recipients), compared to the AZD1222 recipients (GMT

IC50 of 17 (Alpha), 10 (Beta), 13 (Gamma), 10 (Delta),<2 IU/ml (Omicron)), and the Ad26.

COV2.S recipients (GMT IC50 of 11 (Alpha), 10 (Beta), 11 (Gamma), 14 (Delta), <2 IU/ml

(Omicron)). The fold reduction in VOC neutralization compared to WT was similar for all

groups and consistent with previous reports for convalescent sera and vaccine sera showing

the largest decrease of neutralization capacity against the Omicron variant (fold change 0.03

[95% CI 0.02–0.04], p<0.001; S3B Fig), followed in order by Beta, Delta, Gamma and Alpha.

However, the decrease of neutralization for the Omicron variant was lower for the mRNA-
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1273 recipients compared to the BNT162b2 recipients, which resulted in significantly higher

Omicron neutralization titers for mRNA-1273 recipients compared to the other groups (GMT

IC50 of 17 [95% CI 11–27] mRNA-1273 compared to<2 for BNT162b2, AZD1222 and [Ad26.

COV2.S; p<0.001; Fig 2B). Overall, binding and neutralizing antibody responses correlated

very well for WT and VOCs (r = 0.7995, p<0.001 for wild-type; S3A and S3B Fig). Antibody

binding titers against the VOCs S proteins on the other hand were largely unaffected (S2A

Fig), suggesting that neutralizing antibodies form a minority among all antibodies.

Importantly, the proportion of individuals who did not show detectable VOC neutraliza-

tion after completing the initial vaccination series was substantial in the AZD1222 and Ad26.

COV2.S recipients (AZD1222 recipients: 8 of 30 non-responders for Alpha, 26 of 30 for Beta,

Fig 2. Binding and neutralization titers post-vaccination against VOCs. (A) Paired neutralization IC50 titers (UI/ml) of D614G and variants of concern

(VOCs) pseudoviruses for sera collected post initial vaccination series for the four vaccination groups (lower panel). The lower cut-off for neutralization was set

at an half-maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) of 10 or for Omicron at 2 IU/ml (grey shading). Percentage vaccinee with detectable neutralization titers in

red (upper panel). (B) Neutralization titers of Omicron pseudovirus for sera post initial vaccination series. Geometric mean titer (GMT) and 95% confidence

intervals (CI) are indicated. The lower cutoff for neutralization was set at an IC50 of 2 IU/ml (grey shading). �� p< 0.01; linear regression analysis. (C) Paired

neutralization IC50 titers (IU/ml) of D614G and VOCs pseudoviruses for sera collected post booster vaccination for the four vaccination groups and

convalescent group (RECoVERED cohort; four weeks after single dose BNT162b2 vaccination up to 15 months post infection, n = 28). The lower cut-off for

neutralization was set at an IC50 of 10 or for Omicron at 2 IU/ml (grey shading). Uni- and multivariable linear regression analysis with GMT and 95% CI

results indicated in S4 Table. (D) GMT IC50 neutralization titers of D614G and VOCs plotted against the average reported vaccine efficacy against symptomatic

infection with WT or VOCs (S2 Table). Vaccine groups are indicated by colors with BNT162b2 in green, mRNA-1273 in purple, AZD1222 in orange and

Ad26.COV2.S in blue. Circles represent WT data, squares for Alpha, diamond for Beta, nabla triangle for Gamma and delta triangle for Delta. Crossed symbols

are at the neutralization cutoff. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient with p-value are indicated.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pmed.1003991.g002
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16 of 30 for Gamma, 27 of 30 for Delta, and 30 of 30 when considering <10 IU/ml and 26 of

30 when considering <2 IU/ml for Omicron; Ad26.COV2.S recipients 8 of 13 non-responders

(Alpha), 12 of 13 (Beta), 12 of 13 (Gamma), 9 of 13 (Delta), and 13 of 13 (<2 IU/ml; Omicron)

versus BNT162b2 recipients: 1 of 50 non-responders (Alpha), 2 of 50 (Beta), 1 of 50 (Gamma),

2 of 50 (Delta), and 46 of 50 (<10 IU/ml) or 29 of 50 (<2 IU/ml; Omicron) and mRNA-1273

recipients: 1 of 30 non-responders (Alpha), 2 of 30 (Beta), 0of 30 (Gamma), 0 of 30 (Delta),

and 9 of 30 (<10 IU/ml) or 0 of 30 (<2 IU/ml; Omicron); Fig 2A). Four weeks after

BNT162b2 booster vaccination, the neutralization titers against VOCs (Delta and Omicron)

were significantly increased, with all participants showing detectable neutralization titers >2

IU/ml and only 6 of 13 AZD1222 recipients between 2–10 IU/ml against Omicron (Fig 2C).

Participants originally vaccinated with AZD1222 showed significantly lower titers of neutraliz-

ing antibodies against Omicron compared to those originally vaccinated with BNT162b2,

mRNA-1273 or Ad26.COV2.S (GMT IC50 of 27 [95% CI 13–60] compared to 117 [95% CI 68–

203]; p<0.001, 119 [95% CI 59–238]; p<0.001, and GMT 75 [95% CI 36–154]; p<0.01,

respectively).

Overall, after the initial vaccination series, the mRNA vaccines induced substantial levels of

neutralizing antibodies against currently defined VOCs, with the exception of Omicron, while

the adenovirus vector-based vaccines were much less efficient in doing so against all VOCs.

However, the BNT162b booster vaccination subsequently induced detectable VOC neutraliza-

tion responses in all recipients. The GMT binding and neutralization titers from our study cor-

related strongly with the levels of protection from symptomatic infection by the respective

strains as obtained from vaccine efficacy studies (r = 0.9235, p<0.001; r = 0.8673, p<0.001,

respectively; Fig 2D, S3C Fig, S2 Table [2,3,5,14–18,20,22–24,36–52]), reinforcing the associa-

tion between neutralization and protection from infection [19,55,56].

Neutralizing antibody responses against VOI

Finally, we evaluated neutralization of a number of variants of interest (VOI) and other SARS--

CoV-2 variants, including Kappa (B.1.617.1), Lambda (C.37), Epsilon (B.1.429), Iota (B.1.526),

Zeta (B.1.1.28.P.2/P.2), Mu (B.1.621) [11], as well as subvariants within the Alpha and Beta

VOC lineages (S1 Table), after completion of the initial vaccination series. As sera quantities

were limited, we tested these viruses against pooled sera from each vaccine group, as well as

pooled sera from two convalescent cohorts, the COSCA and RECoVERED [32,57]. Since most

Ad26.COV2.S recipients had undetectable neutralizing ability against VOC’s, these sera were

not included in this analysis. Furthermore, a selection of monoclonal antibodies (Mab) isolated

from participants of the COSCA cohort were also tested against the different VOCs and VOIs

(COVA1-16, COVA1-18 and COVA2-15 against the RBD; COVA1-22 and COVA2-17 against

the NTD; and COVA1-25 against an unknown epitope) [58].

We included the five VOCs in this analysis and found that the neutralization IC50 values

obtained with the pooled sera were highly concordant with the GMT IC50 values of the indi-

vidual sera, indicating that the pooling of sera yields representable results. The set of pooled

sera had diverse neutralization titers against the VOCs and VOIs (Fig 3A). In particular, the

Beta, Omicron, Kappa and Mu variants showed reduced sensitivity to neutralization (S3D

Fig), confirming previously observed fold reductions [19,59]. The rank order between the dif-

ferent vaccines was consistent between the various VOCs and VOIs. The additional E484K

mutation in the Alpha variant caused an additional 2.8-fold reduction in neutralization for all

pools, corroborating the impact of this single RBD mutation on neutralization. The Beta,

Gamma, Iota, Zeta and Mu variants have this mutation, while the Kappa variant has the

E484Q and Omicron the E484A mutation, contributing to their reduced sensitivity. The
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differences observed between these VOCs and VOIs indicate that other mutations in addition

to E484K/Q/A, such as the K417T/N and L452R/Q in the RBD and mutations in the N-Termi-

nal Domain (NTD), contribute to decreased sensitivity to neutralization.

To further elucidate the effect of these mutations on antibody potency, we tested several

potent neutralizing antibodies targeting the RBD or NTD. The RBD targeting MAb COVA1-

16 was able to neutralize all VOCs and VOIs with IC50 of 0.020–0.2 μg/ml, except Omicron at

6.4 μg/ml, consistent with its previously established insensitivity to mutations in emerging

SARS-CoV-2 variants and the Omicron mutations S371L and S375F in its epitope [32,60–63]

(Fig 3B). The weakly neutralizing non-RBD MAb COVA1-25, with an unknown target epi-

tope, also neutralized all VOC and VOI tested, albeit with some variation in potency. In con-

trast, RBD-targeting COVA1-18 was strongly active against the Alpha, Delta, Epsilon and

Lambda variants and also neutralized Kappa, but was unable to neutralize the Beta, Gamma,

Omicron, Iota, Zeta and Mu variants. These data suggest that COVA1-18 neutralization is

knocked out by the E484K/A mutation and this was confirmed by the comparison of Alpha

(COVA1-18 sensitive) and Alpha + E484K (COVA1-18 insensitive). COVA1-18 activity

against the Kappa variant suggests that the antibody is able to accommodate the E484Q muta-

tion. Another RBD MAb, COVA2-15 showed reduced activity against most VOCs and VOIs

Fig 3. Neutralization titers of pooled sera and monoclonal antibodies against VOCs and VOIs. (A) Neutralization half-maximal

inhibitory concentration (IC50) titers (IU/ml) of SARS-CoV-2 variant pseudoviruses for pooled sera for the vaccination groups

(excluding the Ad26.COV2.S group) after completing initial vaccination series. The lower cutoff for neutralization was set at an IC50

of 10 IU/ml (grey shading). Convalescent group 1 (light gray) consists of pooled COSCA sera representing COVID-19 patients

between 4–6 weeks post symptom onset and convalescent group 2 (dark gray) consists of pooled RECoVERED sera representing

COVID-19 patients up to seven months post symptom onset (median three months), who experienced mild to severe COVID-19.

Vaccine groups are indicated by colors with BNT162b2 in green, mRNA-1273 in purple and AZD1222 in orange. VOCs, variants of

concern; VOIs, variants of interest. All data points shown here represent mean and standard deviation of at least three replications.

(B) Half-maximal inhibitory concentrations (IC50) of SARS-CoV-2 variant pseudoviruses neutralization for monoclonal antibodies

isolated from COSCA participants [59]. The cutoff for neutralization was set at an IC50 of 50 μg/ml (grey shading). All data points

shown here represent mean and standard deviation of at least three replications.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pmed.1003991.g003
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and lost neutralization against Delta, Omicron, Kappa, Lambda, Epsilon and Mu, which all,

except Omicron and Mu carry a mutation at residue 452, either L452R or L452Q, suggesting

that L452 is important for COVA2-15 neutralization, however also other mutations affect

COVA2-15 activity. The NTD MAbs COVA1-22 and COVA2-17 showed reduced or loss of

activity against all variants except Zeta that does not have any mutations in the NTD. As the

NTD mutations are very diverse between the different variants, it is not possible to predict the

most important residues for neutralization for COVA1-17 and COVA1-22.

Discussion

Current and future SARS-CoV-2 variants could potentially jeopardize the effectiveness of vac-

cines in curbing the pandemic by escaping vaccine-induced immune responses. We present a

direct comparison of the ability of four approved SARS-CoV-2 vaccines to induce neutralizing

antibodies against VOCs, revealing that the mRNA vaccines are profoundly superior to the

adenovirus vector-based vaccines at inducing neutralizing antibodies. We further show that

the antibodies in SARS-CoV-2 vaccine recipients, sampled around the expected peak of their

immunity, showed a marked decrease in neutralization potency against the VOCs, especially

the Omicron variant, which was shown to form a separate antigenic cluster [64]. When neu-

tralization activity against the original strain was limited, as observed after AZD1222 or Ad26.

COV2.S vaccination, the capability to potently neutralize different variants is severely dimin-

ished. An mRNA booster significantly improved the neutralizing ability, including against the

currently circulating Omicron variant.

The differences between mRNA and adenovirus vector-based vaccines might have several

reasons. First, Ad26.COV.2 was only used as a single dose whilst a second boost immunization

might very well enhance its ability to induce neutralizing antibodies. A recent study suggests

that this might indeed be the case [65]. This argument does not hold for AZD1222 as the

increase of the antibody levels after the second dose was substantially less pronounced in the

AZD1222 recipients compared to the mRNA vaccine recipients. The AZD1222 vaccine

encodes for an unmodified S protein, while Ad26.COV.S, mRNA-1273 and BNT162b2 vac-

cines encode for a proline-stabilized version of S, which might be more conducive for the

induction of neutralizing antibodies [66]. Other platform-intrinsic factors might also play a

role, such as differences in S expression levels and/or the duration of S expression. Interest-

ingly, the Ad26.COV2.S recipients showed no decline of neutralization titers over a 7 month

period, while the BNT162b2, mRNA-1273 and AZD1222 vaccines showed similar substantial

decline in antibody titers. Further studies are warranted to investigate the underlying reasons.

Our neutralization results correlated remarkably well with reported vaccine efficacy of the

four vaccines against VOCs (r = 0.8673, p<0.001) and reinforce the reports that neutralizing

antibodies are a strong correlate of protection [19,55,56]. However, strong neutralizing anti-

body responses do not alone account for the protection by current vaccines [67]. While neu-

tralizing antibody levels were low and often undetectable in our assay after the initial

vaccination series with the adenovirus vector-based vaccines in comparison to mRNA vac-

cines, especially against the VOC, the vaccines still show substantial vaccine efficacy against

symptomatic infection and severe disease (>60%), albeit less than the mRNA vaccines

[2,3,5,14–18,20,22–24,36–52]. This strongly suggests that other immune components play

important roles. These include low levels of neutralizing antibodies (IC50 <10), T cells, and

possibly non-neutralizing antibodies with effector functions [68–71]. Furthermore, memory B

cell responses are likely to play a role, in particular in protection against severe disease [72,73].

An additional vaccine administration to AZD1222 and Ad26.COV.2 recipients, either with the

same vaccine or with an mRNA vaccine, could further boost this protection. Recent studies
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indeed suggest that booster vaccines and heterologous adenovirus prime mRNA boost regi-

mens might be superior to adenovirus only or mRNA only [74,75]. Indeed, we observed signif-

icant increases in antibody titers after the heterologous BNT162b2 boost vaccination.

After one vaccine dose, we observed higher neutralization titers for mRNA-1273 recipients

compared to the individuals receiving BNT162b2. Another study also reported that mRNA-

1273 was slightly more efficient at inducing neutralizing antibodies compared to BNT162b2

[76]. Furthermore, mRNA-1273 induced significantly higher neutralizing antibody titers

against Omicron than BNT162b2. One explanation could be the higher mRNA dose in the

mRNA-1273 vaccine (100 μg versus 30 μg in the BNT162b2 vaccine). This might also explain

the reported limited efficacy of the Curevac vaccine (CVnCoV), which contained only 12 μg of

mRNA, although the instability of the mRNA due to the use of unmodified bases might have

contributed to this as well [77].

Six to nine months after the initial vaccination series, binding and neutralization titers were

still considerably lower in the adenovirus-vector-based vaccines, despite the relative durability

of titers in the Ad26.COV.2 recipients. However, the observation that the inferior response

can be salvaged by administration of an mRNA booster is encouraging. However, this salva-

tion is only partial: post-booster titers remain lowest in those initially vaccinated with adeno-

vector-based vaccines. This may leave these individuals less well protected, as suggested by the

strong correlation between neutralization titers and reported vaccine efficacy, although it is yet

uncertain to what extent this is the case, and whether this can be solved by subsequent

boosters.

Our results, as well as many previous studies, identify the main culprits among the muta-

tions present in VOCs and VOIs for reducing neutralization sensitivity. As RBD antibodies

dominate the neutralizing antibody response, RBD mutations proved critical. E484K/A (pres-

ent in Beta, Gamma and Omicron) abrogates sensitivity to a number of RBD antibodies, while

L452R (present in Delta) and K417N/T (present in Beta, Gamma and Omicron) affect other

subsets of RBD antibodies [59,60,78]. Several therapeutic antibodies currently in use for

COVID-19 treatment are affected by these mutations and have reduced activity against VOCs

[79]. The accumulation of these mutations, as well as others, in Omicron and in the context of

a heavily mutated lab-built version of the Delta variant, renders them profoundly more resis-

tant to neutralization [80].

There are several limitations of our study. First, our study includes substantially more

female than male participants, reflecting the gender distribution among HCW at our institute.

Second, the age distribution in the four groups is not identical. In particular, the AZD1222

group is considerably older as a consequence of restrictive use of the AZD1222 vaccine in indi-

viduals aged 60–64 years in the Netherlands. As immune responses tend to become weaker

with higher age, this is a relevant factor when considering the weaker responses in the

AZD1222 group. Reassuringly, our findings were robust to adjustment for participant sex and

age. Finally, we did not include long-term measurements post-booster. It will be relevant to

study the durability of the neutralizing antibody responses after mRNA booster vaccination

after initial vaccination with each of these vaccines.

We have analyzed known VOCs and many VOIs. While we cannot predict how our results

apply to future variants, the data with Omicron reveal how antigenic drift can substantially

impact the extent to which vaccine-induced responses can cross-neutralize new antigenic vari-

ants. Current VOCs up to Omicron were probably selected based on increased fitness and/or

transmissibility, while Omicron and future variants may very well be selected based on escape

from immunity when more and more people are vaccinated or have experienced COVD-19.

Such escape variants are more resistant to neutralizing antibodies induced by current vaccines,
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especially when neutralization titers are low for the adenovirus vector-based vaccines and

should prompt boosting and vaccine updates based on circulating variants.

The implication of our results is that individuals receiving one of the adenovirus vector-based

vaccines are more vulnerable to infection with the VOCs, which is consistent with the lower effi-

cacy of these vaccines against symptomatic infection with VOCs compared to the mRNA vac-

cines, although all vaccines are highly effective at preventing severe disease by VOCs. While

circulating antibodies might be unable to neutralize such emerging viruses, memory B cells are

still likely to recognize them and undergo new rounds of affinity maturation, resulting in new

neutralizing antibodies that should kick-in in time to prevent severe disease after infection.
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S1 Fig. Binding and neutralization titer decline over time. Binding titers to wild-type S pro-

tein (BAU/ml) of 1:100,000 diluted sera (A) and neutralization half-maximal inhibitory con-

centration (IC50) titers (IU/ml) of D614G pseudovirus (B) collected post complete vaccination

and pre-booster for the four vaccination groups. The lower cutoff for binding was set at 30

BAU/ml (grey shading) and for neutralization titers at 2 IU/ml. Lines connect the geometric

mean titers (GMT) of four weeks post complete vaccination and GMT of pre-booster titers per

group. Vaccine groups are indicated by colors with BNT162b2 in green, mRNA-1273 in pur-

ple, AZD1222 in orange and Ad26.COV2.S in blue.

(EMF)

S2 Fig. Binding and neutralization titers post-vaccination against the VOCs. (A) Paired

binding titers to wild-type and variants of concern (VOCs) S protein (BAU/ml) of 1:100,000

diluted sera collected post initial vaccination series for the four vaccination groups (upper

plot). The lower cut-off for binding was set at an 30 BAU/ml (grey shading). Mean and stan-

dard error of the mean (SEM) for the fold reductions in binding titers against the VOCs in

comparison to wild-type are shown (lower plot). (B) Mean ± SEM fold reductions in neutrali-

zation half-maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) titers against the VOCs pseudoviruses in

comparison to neutralization IC50 titers against D614G pseudovirus.

(EMF)

S3 Fig. Binding and neutralization post-vaccination titers against VOCs and VOIs. Corre-

lation between wild-type (A) and Beta (B) binding (BAU/ml) and neutralization half-maximal

inhibitory concentration (IC50) titers (IU/ml). Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient with p-

value are indicated. (C) Geometric mean titers (GMT; BAU/ml) of wild-type and VOCs plot-

ted against the average reported vaccine efficacy against symptomatic infection with WT or

VOCs (S2 and S4 Tables). Vaccine groups are indicated by colors with BNT162b2 in green,

mRNA-1273 in purple, AZD1222 in orange and Ad26.COV2.S in blue. Circles represent WT

data, squares for Alpha, diamond for Beta, nabla triangle for Gamma and delta triangle for

Delta. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient with p-value are indicated. (D) Mean ± SEM

fold reductions in neutralization IC50 titers for the serum pools combined against the VOCs

and VOIs pseudoviruses in comparison to IC50 titers against D614G pseudovirus.

(TIF)

S1 Table. Protein and pseudovirus S constructs contain the following mutations compared

to the WT (Wuhan Hu-1; GenBank: MN908947.3).

(DOCX)
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S2 Table. Reported vaccine efficacy.

(DOCX)

S3 Table. Number of participants included in the binding or neutralization assay per time

point per vaccine group.

(DOCX)

S4 Table. Uni- and multivariable linear regression analysis and mixed model.

(DOCX)

S5 Table. Individual binding and neutralization titers per vaccine group.

(XLSX)
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